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A. PERSONAL DETAILS

A.1 Name

Inês Jacques

A.2 Date of birth (DD/MM/YYYY)

18/05/1978

A.3 Country of citizenship

Portugal
Map It

A.4 Country of residence

Portugal
Map It

B. COMPANY DETAILS

B.1 Name

Inês Jacques

B.2 Year of foundation or beginning of professional artistic career

2000

B.3 Portrait or company’s picture

IMG_4943.jpg

B.4 Address

Rua 20 de Abril
29, 1st floor
Barreiro 2830-266
Portugal
Map It

B.5 Phone

+351.938345844

B.6 Email

inesjacques@gmail.com

Digital Platforms

Website

https://sites.google.com/view/zutartesperformativas

Facebook

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FIMG_4943.jpg&form-id=1&field-id=28&hash=c557551f98b8a28d49d2ec6f53cb5d7080b4c419b7b21e30d21e5b7e780e025c
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Rua+20+de+Abril+29%2C+1st+floor+Barreiro+2830-266+Portugal
mailto:inesjacques@gmail.com
https://sites.google.com/view/zutartesperformativas
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https://www.facebook.com/zutassociacaocultural/

Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/zutassociacaocultural/

Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/user/inespedras/videos

C. ARTISTIC WORK

C.1 Choose the artistic field(s) your work most closely relates to:

Dance
Hybrid/transdisciplinary

If hybrid/transdisciplinary, combining what fields?

performance, dance-music, dance-theatre, music, dance-cinema

C.2 Have you had previous experience creating abroad?

Yes

If yes, where?

2009, France, pépinières pour les jeunes artistes

C.3 Have you had previous experience touring abroad?

Yes

If yes, where?

As a choreographer - 2006 Mozambique, 2008 China, Russia, France, 2009 Macedonia
As a dancer, I toured for Tiago Guedes between 2005 and 2009

C.4 Usual target audiences

Children (3-12)
Youth (13-25)
Adults (26-65)
Senior (>65)

C.5 Presentation/biography/artist statement, including a brief description of your main motivations when creating, as well
as an overview of your international career (when applicable).

https://www.facebook.com/zutassociacaocultural/
https://www.instagram.com/zutassociacaocultural/
https://www.youtube.com/user/inespedras/videos
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I am a choreographer, dancer, and singer from Portugal.
I started by studying music at the age of 15 with well-known musicians from the jazz scene in Portugal in Hot Clube Jazz
School and singing with the lyric singer Lúcia Lemos. Later, I trained contemporary dance with several well-known dance
makers like Vera Mantero, João Fiadeiro, Meg Stuart, Xavier Le Roy, Marten Spangberg, Emmanuelle Huynh, Trisha Brown
Dance Company, Frey Faust, to mention some, and took a university degree in Dance – Performance. I started working as a
dancer around the year 2000, I worked regularly with Tiago Guedes from 2000 to 2009 and for the last 6 years with Aldara
Bizarro.

As a choreographer, I created group and solo pieces. Many were around cinema subjects (moving-image theories), looking at
the discipline from the point of view of the movement. The last creations are around the visibility / non-visibility / overexposure
of nowadays. All the creations have closely collaborated with musicians and some with live music. 
Parallelly I developed small music projects where I sang and was co-responsible for the musical arrangements. I collaborated
on music records with Jorge Moniz and I-Wolf (Wolfgang Schloegel from Sofa Surfers).
From 2013 on, I also started to develop community artwork in a small village in Alentejo in the south of Portugal (Santa Clara-
a-Velha is a small village with 300 inhabitants - Census 2001- mostly with elderly people). I was, and I am, deeply interested
in how to make the artwork more consequent, more socially rewarding, and how can it add to people's lives in a more
consistent way. I created art projects with elderly people in this village, through workshops and performances, that are still
ongoing. In 2005 I created Zut!, a production company based in Lisbon, to support artistic work, but in 2013 I moved it to
Santa Clara-a-Velha to start this community work.

I was awarded twice with Young Artists – Dance (Clube Português de Artes e Ideias) for my dance work and I have 3 awards
in cinema festivals New Wave Film Festival 2021, Cairo Indie Short Festival 2021, Tagore International Film Festival 2021 for
cinema-dance work. I represented Portugal in the III Biennale of Young Artists of CPLP, Biennale of Young Artists of
Macedonia, and in the International Dance Festival of Macau. So, I presented my choreographic work abroad very briefly
between 2006 and 2009 in those contexts. Besides those contests-presentations, my work tour as many as 3 - 4 dates for
each creation including my country, Portugal.

C.6 Has your work previously entailed participatory practices?

Yes

How has it been developed?

In the countryside, where Zut! is based, I organized several workshops for the village population: dance, theatre, music,
voice... The participants were children, adults, and the elderly. After 2 years of this work, I started to create dance-theatre
shows with a specific group of elderly people (from 65 to 85 years old). In the process of the first performance, I started to
work from their memories, histories of life, related to that village. They started to participate somehow because they
committed but during the way, they were the ones who asked for rehearsals. The presentation of the performance took many
people from more villages to the theatre and the city chamber marked an increase of 10 times more public at the city theatre.
We (Zut and the elderly group) decided to continue this performance work and created a second performance, more
challenging for the participants, and the work related real stories with fiction. The third work was interrupted due to the Covid
pandemic. This year, I will create a video installation in the village with this elderly group as long as with other age inhabitants.
Parallel to this work in Alentejo, I've been working as a dancer with Aldara Bizarro and one of her works "O Baile" integrates
20 local participants in each city we perform. We, Aldara Bizarro and 5 professional dancers, rehearse with the participants
for 4 days, and then we all present the show. Another show from Aldara Bizarro I perform called "A Nova Bailarina", involves
direct contact with the audience, children specifically, that during the performance are invited to participate in the show. In
some of the works I've been involved in, there's a talk with the public after the shows which has been quite rewarding and
enlightening about how we, as artists, are communicating with people.

C.7 Has your work previously involved site-specific / local contexts-inspired practices?

Yes

How has it been developed?
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In 2021 developed a small film that is profoundly related to the territory. "Voo" was a commission of a local association called
Rota Vicentina, that promotes and discuss a sustainable approach to Costa Vicentina region in Alentejo, from the point of
view of tourist and the local inhabitant. Along with their pertinent questions, written in a "Manifesto", I developed a film that
could arise those questions. I invited local artists to develop this project with me and the process took some months of
carrying out a survey of the endangered places in the region (from many perspectives), and debates among the artistic team,
the association Rota Vicentina, and local inhabitants to reach the most important question for that region at this moment. We
could not answer the questions but we could definitely see that the solution passes through cooperation. Before, in 2016, I
developed with Hélio Mateus performances for commercial spaces and shops in Almodôvar, Alentejo.

Since 2015 I develop local contexts-inspired performances. In that year, 2015, I created with Hélio Mateus a performance
about the village of Almodôvar, especially about a local ancient writing/language that is still indecipherable by these days. It
took us 3 months of research in the village, we invited local artists to participate and presented in a government building that
was closed for more than 10 years (specially opened for this performance). Later, in 2017, we created a dance-theatre piece
with the elderly population of the small village Santa Clara-a-Velha. The work was about them, about their lives in that village,
how they were isolated and worked in the land, giving a perspective of that place from people who lived many decades there.
In 2018, we worked with this group again. The starting point was the true story of a rivalry between that small village and the
next small village (Santa Clara-a-Velha and Saboia), and how parties/proms and football games ended up with one village
chasing away the other. By this time we could mix true stories with fiction. These 2 performances with this group took several
months to develop each one. The participants are in their 70s and 80s and get truly tired in long rehearsals. In 2019, we
started a new work about an old ritual of going to a specific beach after wheat harvest, but we were interrupted by the
pandemic.

C.8 Submit your portfolio (English version mandatory), including:

Submit your portfolio(Required)
The document should be named as follows: Name of artist or Company_COUNTRY.
You may merge different .pdfs into one, as long as you make sure the maximum size of the document is not exceeded.
Remember to enable access to full-length videos whenever needed.

Inês-Jacques-Zut-_-PORTUGAL.pdf

C.9 Provide a link to a freely accessible promotional video of your work or a teaser to a specific production you deem
relevant/telling of your work.

https://youtu.be/DjHT1fsmNqc

D. MOTIVATION

D.1 How do you feel a transnational mobility experience, as provided within the current application, could benefit your
artistic career?

I feel that working abroad with time and closeness would definitely benefit my career. The experiences I've been having have
a fast and low-collaborative pattern, which doesn't allow someone to meet artisticly the work another, their goals and
questions. It seems that are many many good artists that are invisible and only good ones can develop greater partnerships.
One could say that's life, right? But aren't we curious about the other? This program seems a good answer to me and many
other artists, for the conditions of space and time, and the connections it provides.

D.2 What does “Connecting Dots” mean to you? How do you see you/your artistic work may relate to the Tandem’s topic
and why might that be relevant (if you deem it to be the case)?

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FIne%CC%82s-Jacques-Zut-_-PORTUGAL.pdf&form-id=1&field-id=90&hash=1cac546a8a1dcc300864bdb1d8d49d62727965d565efa22f512993f9db5c1913
https://youtu.be/DjHT1fsmNqc
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I can definitely relate to Tandem's topic. I believe that cooperation is the path to make whatever great. When you propose
connecting with local people, thinking, working together, I can really relate to that practice. The more rewarding works I've
been involved in are the ones where we share and exchange knowledge. Also, I've been working for the last 7 years more
closely in an isolated region (Santa Clara-a-Velha is a small village in the south of Portugal), isolated and neglected
community (elderly people in an isolated village with no services or commerce), and I can deeply feel the difficulties of being
peripheric.

Terms of acceptance

Terms & Conditions and Privacy Terms

I accept Stronger Peripheries’ Terms & Conditions in full knowledge and willingly submit my application.
I am aware of and agree with the Privacy terms*

*Click here to check our Terms & Conditions

*Click here to check our Privacy Terms

Would you like to subscribe to Stronger Peripheries’ monthly (on average) newsletter?

Yes

Would you like to subscribe ARTEMREDE’S monthly (on average) newsletter?

Yes

Scoring

Average Score

0

Sent Notification: Validate submissions

Moved to folder: Pending (incomplete)

Sent Notification: Your application has been submitted!

Sent Notification: Your form has been submitted!

Workflow Submitted

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/stronger_peripheries_terms__Conditions_v2_final.pdf
https://strongerperipheries.eu/privacy-terms/
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